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If you are involved or getting involved in 802.11 Wireless LAN systems and services, this book is for you. This book explains the functional parts of a Wireless LAN system and their basic operation. You will learn how WLANs can use access points to connect to each other or how they can directly connect between two computers. Explained is the basic operation of WLAN systems and how the performance may vary based on a variety of controllable and uncontrollable events.

This book will explain the key differences between the WLAN system versions such as frequency and data rates along with which versions are compatible with each other. Tips are included on how to install a WLAN system along with common problems you may encounter and solutions you may use.

Included is an overview of Ethernet technology and how it applies to 802.11 Wireless LAN. The fundamentals of frequency hopping and spread spectrum technology that are used in 802.11 systems will help you to understand how 802.11 systems will help you to understand how 802.11 systems can co-exist with devices that use the same ISM frequency band. Covered are the differences between 802.11, 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g.

You will learn how 802.11 systems can use independent DCF “Ad-hoc” and/or controlled PCF “non-contention” based operation. The different types of antennas that are commonly used in WLAN systems are explained and you will discover the typical range for WLAN systems and how to extend the range of WLAN systems through the use of directional antennas.

Discussed are the basic steps for equipment configuration and options you may want to consider to maintain system security. Also included are brief overviews of 802.16 UWB and the use of proprietary protocols.

This Book Provides:

	The Functional parts of Wireless LAN systems
	Basic WLAN Operation
	How to Connect WLAN Devices without an Access Point
	Key WLAN industry Market Numbers
	Comparison of Different WLAN System Versions
	How to Install WLAN Systems
	WLAN Equipment Configuration Options
	WLAN Technology Evolution
	Important Security Issues
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Researching Risk and Uncertainty: Methodologies, Methods and Research Strategies (Critical Studies in Risk and Uncertainty)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		Understanding and managing risk and uncertainty is a central task in contemporary societies characterised by rapid social, technological and environmental change.

		

		This book presents research approaches used by scholars who all share a passion to gain new insights in how individuals, organisations and societies...
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Advances in Web Information Systems Engineering: WISE 2008 International Workshops, Auckland, New Zealand, September 1-4, 2008Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of three workshops held in conjunction with the 9th International Conference on Web Information Systems Engineering, WISE 2008 in Auckland, New Zealand, September, 2008. The 16 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 40 submissions for presentation in the following...
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GIS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
GIS (geographic information system) is a totally cool technology that has been called “geography on steroids.” GIS is what lets you see the schools in your neighborhood or tells you where the nearest McDonald’s is. GIS For Dummies tells you all about mapping terminology and digital mapping, how to locate geographic...
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IronRuby UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010
Ruby has built an enormous following of developers attracted by its intuitiveness, flexibility, and simplicity. Meanwhile, Microsoft’s .NET has grown and matured into a platform of unparalleled power. IronRuby brings them together, enabling developers to write elegant, efficient Ruby code that seamlessly...
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Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 1996

	With an analytical and rigorous approach to problem solving and programming techniques, this book is oriented toward engineering. Structure and Interpretation of Computer Programs emphasizes the central role played by different approaches to dealing with time in computational models. Its unique approach makes it appropriate for an...
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Windows to Linux Business Desktop MigrationCharles River, 2006
Over the last four years, Linux has established itself as the fastest growing server platform for enterprise Information Technology. As the server platform grows the desktop platform is also growing, domestically and abroad. One of the areas most lacking information, however, is in the capability of Linux as a desktop replacement for a Microsoft...
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